
Dear Friends,
Phew! What a summer! We are anxiously awaiting the opening of schools, the new normal for all sports, and trying
best to determine the short term and long term impacts of each decision,  Your NCR staff spent several weeks in
July soliciting feedback from our members. The results have been compiled and analyzed. We thought it important
to share this information and have brought that to you in this newsletter. Feel free to pass along to others.

Also, this is the final edition of Court Connection Volume I.  Court Connection Volume II will reemerge in September.
The month of August is dedicated to a thorough immersion into the Membership Management System, preparing
detailed instructions, updating the website, and emailing specific groups on next steps to prepare for the 2020-2021
club season.

Finally, I know that there are many unknowns on how sports will continue in the midst of a virus that has no
boundaries. The North Country Region staff continues to talk with sports leaders within the Region, across USA
Volleyball, and throughout the nation to learn, reflect, plan, and adjust.  While the broad communication is not new,
the topic of conversations are quite new and cause us to pause before any potential action is taken. Our primary
focus continues to be on the safety and health of our members, the volleyball community, and our surrounding
communities. As we all navigate the upcoming weeks and months, my hope is that we keep in mind not only our
own wants and wishes but also the needs of others. It will require flexibility, weathering unexpected updates, and
forging forward with readjusted plans. These are uncharted waters that we can navigate smoothly with continued
communication and teamwork. Should you ever want to share your thoughts, ideas, or opinions please feel free to
directly call or email me. 

Very Sincerely,
Laura

North Country Region recently surveyed
parents, club coaches and high school coaches
in our region, and the participation was
excellent.  Each survey was read and the
information shared was valued as we are
planning our next steps.  Being both a coach
and a parent of athletes myself, I am struck by
how profoundly I could relate to each of these
groups and where they are in terms of their
comfort level in returning to play.

FROM A PARENT PERSPECTIVE
Like the overwhelming majority of parents in
our region, I, too, am ready and willing
for my own children to return to training and
competition.  CONTINUED PAGE 4

Over the past several months, North Country Region
has launched our new Rally Together initiative with a
focus on uniting the Region, Players, Parents, Coaches
and Officials to collectively grow the game of volleyball. 
The unique perspective of belonging in some way to all
five of these demographics is something that enables
me to personally relate to differing viewpoints and gives
me the opportunity to learn and grow as we assess
what our membership is experiencing now and
expecting in the days ahead.
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SAFETY | SERVICE | EDUCATION | OPPORTUNITY | GROWTH

https://www.facebook.com/NCRVolleyball/
https://twitter.com/ncrusav?lang=en
https://youtu.be/ZMW3VStVC34
https://cdn3.sportngin.com/attachments/document/d78f-2128094/Jamie_Davis_Letter.2020.pdf#_ga=2.148915574.1529922951.1583521280-1982976660.1572452928
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The Car  Ride Home 
A PLACE FOR VOLLEYBALL PARENTS

https://www.ncrusav.org/for-parents
https://www.ncrusav.org/for-parents
https://www.ncrusav.org/for-parents
https://www.ncrusav.org/for-parents
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Junior Club Coach - Survey Results

https://www.ncrusav.org/director-coach
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High School Coach - Survey Results

CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE, SURVEY SYNOPSIS
I understand there are risks involved, and I also
understand that it is my responsibility to teach my
children about those risks and how they can best
protect themselves as they participate in sports in our
current culture.  This does not mitigate clubs or schools
from doing their very best to follow guidelines  and
protect the children in their care.

https://www.ncrusav.org/director-coach


The Great Whistle Dilemma
 
The COVID-19 pandemic has served many a jump floater our way.  One of those serves veered right in the
direction of our officials in regards to what kind of whistle is safest and best to use as we move forward with
returning to competition.  Although electronic whistles are recommended by USA Volleyball and required in
North Country Region at this point, many officials have concerns regarding whether they will be heard and
how long they will last.  Thanks to some recent information shared by Sue Mailhot, we now have some
valuable insight into the COVID-19 great whistle dilemma. 

Quietest of the whistles included in this
listing
Lasts for approximately 13 matches

Uses a 9-volt battery
Lasts for approximately 16 matches (with a
name brand battery)

Loudest of the whistles included in this listing
Two tones available
Lasts for approximately 31 matches

Three tones available
On/Off switch
Lasts for approximately 31 matches

Two tones available
On/Off switch

Let’s start with some general feedback and
information about commonly
available electronic whistles:
       
Mini Fox-40 Electronic Whistle

     
Fox-40 Electronic Whistle  

·        
Tandem Sport Electronic Whistle

      
Xflyee (“Fish”) Electronic Whistle

       
iSport JG001 Electronic Whistle 

 

 

Determine how to hold/place the whistle to
keep your hands free to signal. 
Clip the whistle to a lanyard, so after
sounding the whistle you can drop it and
signal
Secure the whistle to the stand in front of
you, so your hands are free at all times

Direct the “sound” end of the whistle
towards the participants.
Hold the electronic whistle button longer for
a more adamant sound. 
Bring two similarly sounding whistles to
each event in case one of the whistles
loses charge during play.
Do not overpay for your electronic whistle. 
You should be able to find a reliable one
for $30 or less.

Sue also shared some tips and tricks for
officiating a match with an
electronic whistle: 
       

1.

2.

       

 
Here at North Country Region, we are pressing
on and planning diligently for the upcoming
season.  We are grateful to Sue for graciously
allowing us to pass on the information she
collected to all of our North Country Region
officials, who we look forward to
seeing back on the court soon!
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Official News
Growing and Supporting Officials



RETURN TO PLAY SURVEY SYNOPSIS,
continued
BETH MODAFF, OFFICIALS COORDINATOR 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE FOUR
Neither does this mitigate me as a parent of my
responsibility to be wise and knowledgeable about
the situation and its inherent risks, while still
trying to allow my child to experience and enjoy
again some of the normalcy of life in as safe a
setting as possible.  This same sentiment seemed
to ring true throughout our survey as parents did
express that precautions were important to them as
well; however, the risks were not prohibitive enough
to keep them from allowing their child to participate. 
I’m a parent – three of my four children are boys –
believe me, I can confirm there will always be risk! 
Even when it has been hard to do and sometimes
even scary, my husband and I have always done
our best to give our children the opportunity to be
involved in activities and to allow them to take
calculated risks in order to learn, grow and
experience life.  Parents, I empathize with you – I’m
right there too!

FROM  A COACH PERSPECTIVE
From a different perspective, the majority of the
coaches in North Country Region appear to be
simultaneously eager and hesitant to return to play. 
I get it!  As a high school coach, my team began
training a few weeks back.  I was thrilled at the
prospect of getting back in the gym, seeing our
players and just playing some volleyball.  At the very
same time, I was also absolutely terrified at the
thought of being responsible for a gym full of young
people who I care about as if they were my own and
the possibility of one of them becoming sick or
carrying the virus back to their home and families; I
couldn’t even sleep at night as I laid in bed with my
mind racing literally all night long.  As a staff, we
decided to press on, following every guideline as
close to perfectly as possible.  To this day our
adherence to guidelines and precautionary
measures has not waivered as we continue to be
vigilant to do all we can to create as safe an
atmosphere as possible for those who want to
participate, while fully supporting and standing with
those who are not comfortable in returning to the
gym quiet yet.  Coaches, I empathize with you – I’m
right there too!

CONCLUSION
Thank you to each of our parents and coaches for
taking the time to complete our surveys.  North
Country Region truly values your input.  On a
personal note, I’m right in the midst of all of this with
you.  Let’s do our best, encourage one another and
be kind as we all Rally Together, North Country
Region!
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2, PARENT SURVEY

https://verticalraise.com/volleyballfundraising/


https://www.scsuhuskiessportcamps.com/#:~:text=SCSU%20Huskies%20Sport%20Camps&text=St.,chance%20to%20meet%20new%20people.
https://www.gustavusvolleyballcamps.com/


http://www.smsuvolleyballcamps.com/
https://www.smacksportswear.com/smacks-got-your-back-29-99-sublimated-jerseys

